Scouts contribute to Nauru's progress
By Dennis Martin

Situated in the central Pacific, just south of the equator
and somewhat west of Kiribati,
is the eight-square-mile atoll of
Nauru.
With a population just under
10,000, the islanders, upon
gaining their independence
from Australia in 1968, became one of the world's smallest independent nations.
This year the Nauru Post Office has chosen to highlight the
"Year of the Scout" which
most appropriately salutes the
international Boy Scout movement on its 75th anniversary.
The atoll's scouting history is
intimately tied to that of Australia, which, following World
War I, governed Nauru as both
a League of Nations Mandate
and as a United Nations trusteeship.
In scouting, as in many other
cultural activities, Australia
has made numerous contributions of significance that have
gone on to help develop the island into the progressive entity
of today.
The Nauru issue honoring
the international Boy Scout
movement consists of six
stamps focusing on various
facets of the island's own particular scouting activities and
history.
The set, which was released
at the Uaboe District General
Post Office, has been printed
in special sheetlets that contain 16 stamps of each value.
Depicted on the 7-Fent value
is a group of four Nauru scouts
departing with their supplies
for Frankston, Victoria, in order to participate in the 1935
Australian Boy Scout Jamboree.
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Shown on the 8¢ issue are
two Nauru Scouts on board the
SS Nauru Chief, the vessel that
transported the island's delegation to the 1935 Frankston
Jamboree.
A major goal of any scout
jamboree, whether it be regional or worldwide, is to provide an education for all the
participants.
This is accomplished by different scout units demonstrating specific skills they have
mastered. The stamp features two members of the 1935
Nauru delegation demonstrating methods of pottery making.
At the Frankston Jamboree,
as is typical in all such Boy
Scout gatherings, the scouts
camp out together.
The 20¢ value reveals six of
the atoll's scouts attired in native dress as they stand outside
their tent to hear an address
by Lord Huntingfield, a prominent leader in the Australian
Scouting movement.
Flying ahead in time to the
present day are the final two
stamps in Nauru's philatelic
salute to the anniversary of the
Boy Scouts.
The 25¢ issue captures the
happy faces of two scouts - a
young Cub and Boy Scout who are obviously excited by
the activities arranged by their
Nauru scouting leaders.
Completing the set, which
was printed by the English
firm of Format International
Security Printers Ltd., is the
40¢ stamp that pictures a larger group of today's Nauru Cub
and Boy Scouts and adult
scouters.
Decorating the labels of the
various miniature sheetlets
are reproductions of the offi-
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cial emblems that were used
to denote various Australian
and Pan-Pacific Boy Scout
Jamborees.
Undoubtedly this new Scouting issue will arouse interest in
other aspects of the atoll's fascinating political and philatelic history.
Although Nauru was first discovered by the British in 1798,
European colonial activity did
not commence until 1888.
At that time, the Imperial
German government annexed
the atoll along with other islands of the Bismarck Archipelago and New Guinea.
Together these Pacific islands constituted the German
New Guinea colony.
To serve the postal needs of
these islands, the colonial administrators took stocks of regular German stamps in 1897
and overprinted them
"Deutsch Neu Guinea."
Four years later, the first
stamps specifically designed
for the colony (Scott 7-19)
were released. Like other German colonies of the period, the
New Guinea stamps incorporated a common design of the
Kaiser's yacht Hohenzollern.
With the outbreak of World
War I, Australian troops supporting the British campaign
against Germany invaded the
islands and occupied them.
During the years 1915-22, the
Australian Military Occupation
Force which governed the
German New Guinea colony
that included Nauru, issued
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A six-stamp set depicts Scouting's past and present on the island nation of Nauru.
Pacific islands, was occupied nificant efforts in furthering
by the Japanese.
global harmony.
The stamps of Nauru,
All six stamps are reprothroughout the years of Aus- duced on a souvenir sheet detralian mandate and trustee signed to promote the particirule as well as in the current pation of the Nauru Post Ofrepublic, have done much to fice in the recent
67AMPEX
communicate to stamp collec- 1982 show in London.
tors around the world some of
The border area of the southe fascinating aspects of is- venir sheet depicts the Brownland life.
sea Island Camp where Lord
With a basically Polynesian Baden-Powell first initiated
population intermixed with the Boy Scout movement in
considerable minority of Mi- 1907.
RU."
cronesians and Melenesians,
A total of 16 different over- the economy of Nauru rests
prints on Great Britain stamps securly on its rich high-grade
were made between the years phosphate deposits.
1916-23.
The mined phosphate is of
In 1924, the first stamps
vital importance to the econowere designed that actually
mies of her larger Pacific
bore the name of Nauru. Conneighbors, Australia and New
stituting a definitive issue
Zealand.
(Scott 17-30), the final values
were released in parts until
With the release of stamps
1947.
like the new "Year of the
During the years of World Scout" set, Nauru will do much
War II, Nauru, like many other to continue her small but sigspecial overprints of Australian stamps labeled "N.W. I
PACIFIC I ISLANDS."
In 1920, the newly formed
League of Nations voted to
grant Australia, Great Britain
and New Zealand a joint mandate to govern Nauru.
The British contributed to
the postal history of the island
by taking stocks of Great Britain stamps from 1912-13 and
overprinting them at the bottom with the legend "NAU-

